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A simple scheme for the implementation of an erbium fibre ASE-

based ultra-broadband source with a high power spectral density,

which is based on the CW supercontinuum generation technique, is

experimentally demonstrated. A � 130 nm broadband incoherent light

with 500 mW output power is presented. The broadband source is

shown to be suitable for spectrum sliced WDM PON applications

through a short reach transmission experiment. Error-free transmission

of spectrum sliced signals over a 25 km SMF link is achieved.

Introduction: Broadband incoherent light sources with a high spectral

power density have been of huge technical interest owing to their

great potential for practical applications such as fibre-optic sensors,

gyroscopes and access networks [1]. Furthermore, recent technical

and commercial interest in the implementation of low-cost, wave-

length division multiplexed (WDM) passive optical networks (PONs)

remind us of the significance of the broadband sources since they are

essential devices for the building of spectrum sliced, low-cost multi-

wavelength sources [2]. The broadband light sources used in spectrum

sliced WDM PON applications need to fulfil the following require-

ments: e.g. broad bandwidth for the accommodation of more users

and high power spectral density for the relaxation of the spectrum

sliced signal power budget.

Among various broadband incoherent light sources the source based on

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from a pumped erbium-doped

fibre (EDF) is particularly attractive because a broad emission spectrum

with a moderate power spectral density can be generated straightforwardly

at the communication bands by using low-cost semiconductor pumps.

Although high quality of broadband light suitable for spectrum sliced

WDM PON applications can be easily obtained by use of a conventional

EDF-based ASE source [2], its limited performance in terms of spectral

bandwidth and output power still needs to be improved [1].

Various schemes have been proposed to increase the spectral band-

width or=and the output power [1–3]; however, the fact that the spectral

bandwidth decreases as the output power increases makes it very

difficult to achieve both these goals simultaneously.

In this Letter we propose the use of the continuous-wave (CW)

supercontinuum (SC) generation technique [4, 5] to achieve the goals

of broad bandwidth and high output power in an erbium fibre ASE-based

broadband light source. More specifically, we demonstrate the implemen-

tation of a �130 nm bandwidth, incoherent broadband light source with a

total output power of �500 mW by passing a high power, narrowband

ASE beam through a highly nonlinear dispersion shifted fibre (HNL-

DSF). Note that the obtained spectral bandwidth and output power are the

largest values ever reported from EDF-based broadband sources. In

addition, we show that the constructed source is suitable for spectrum

sliced WDM PON applications by demonstrating data transmission of

spectrum sliced channels over a 25 km standard singlemode fibre (SMF).

Fig. 1 Erbium fibre ASE-based supercontinuum source, short reach trans-
mission setup for spectrum sliced WDM PON system

a Erbium fibre ASE-based supercontinuum source
b Short reach transmission setup for spectrum sliced WDM PON system

Broadband source: Fig. 1a shows our proposed EDF-based broad-

band source using the CW SC generation technique. A seed ASE

beam was first generated from a commercially available EDFA and

then amplified up to �29 dBm by use of a high power Er=Yb

amplifier. The amplified ASE beam was observed to have a much

narrower spectral bandwidth (20 dB bandwidth of �20 nm) than that

of the seed ASE (�40 nm) as expected (see Fig. 2a). The high power,

narrowband ASE beam was subsequently coupled into a 2 km-long

HNL-DSF that has a zero dispersion wavelength of 1550 nm and a w(3)

nonlinearity of g¼�20 W�1 km�1. After nonlinear interaction in the

HNL-DSF the narrowband ASE beam was converted into a spectral

continuum with a 20 dB bandwidth of �130 nm, as shown in Fig. 2a.

Total output power was measured to be �500 mW.

Fig. 2 Measured optical spectra

a Measured optical spectra from erbium fibre ASE-based supercontinuum source
shown in Fig. 1a
b Measured optical spectrum after spectrum slicing with Lyot-Sagnac filter
Inset: Close-up view of sliced spectrum

In transforming a narrowband ASE beam into a broadband spectral

continuum both modulation instability (MI) and stimulated Raman

scattering in a HNL-DSF play key roles [6]. MI leads to soliton-like

structure formation that experiences subsequent self-Raman interaction.

The large numbers of noisy solitonic structures, randomly distributed in

space and time, give rise to the broad spectral continuum. In such a CW

SC generation one of the key factors is to use a high power pump beam

with a low coherence since the Raman soliton formation is induced by

the random phase and intensity fluctuations of the pump beam propa-

gating through an anomalous dispersion optical fibre. Therefore, a high

power ASE beam can be a good seed source for CW SC generation [4].

Data transmission experiment: In order to figure out the suitability of

the implemented broadband source for spectrum sliced WDM PON

systems, we performed a short reach transmission experiment using a

setup as shown in Fig. 1b. The generated broadband spectrum was

spectrally sliced into more than 100 channels by use of a Lyot-Sagnac

filter with a wavelength spacing of 1 nm and a channel bandwidth of

0.5 nm, which is composed of two pieces of polarisation-maintaining

fibre (PMF) with a Dn¼ 0.00045 [7]. Using the filter, a high quality of

multiple wavelength signals was readily achieved, as shown in Fig. 2b.

After attenuating and modulating the multiple wavelength channels
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together with a 231
� 1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) at

622 Mbit=s we transmitted the signals over a 25 km SMF. The

transmitted signals were demultiplexed by arrayed waveguide grating

(AWG) filters and detected with an optical preamplified, 10 Gbit=s pin

receiver attached with a 470 MHz electrical filter. The bit error rate

(BER) measurement results for five of the channels are summarised in

Fig. 3. Note that BER measurements for the channels at 1600 nm

bands were impossible to be performed because of the limited

operating wavelength of our photoreceiver. All of the channels

showed error-free and penalty-free operation although error floors

were observed to exist owing to non-trivial spontaneous–spontaneous

beat noise caused by an insufficient ratio of the optical to electrical

bandwidth of a detected incoherent light signal [2].
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Fig. 3 Measured BERs against received optical power

Conclusions: We have experimentally demonstrated a simple scheme

for the implementation of an erbium fibre ASE-based ultra-broadband

source with a high power spectral density by using the CW SC

generation technique. We have also shown that the implemented

broadband source can be readily applied to spectrum sliced WDM

PON systems by performing a short reach transmission experiment.

Further extensions of spectral bandwidth and channel flatness of the

source should be possible with increase of nonlinearity of the HNL-

DSF or=and input ASE power to the HNL-DSF.
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